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elena frato material and device. notes on cinematic ... - material and device. notes on cinematic
techniques in iurii tynianov’s narrative although in his 1928 article „the fundamentals of cinema” iurii tynianov
(1894—1943) states that poetry is closer to cinema than prose, for „flm makes a jump from shot to shot, just
as verse makes a jump from line to line”1, his novels and novellas appear to be widely infuenced by newlyborn cinematic ... writing a usable past - project muse - writing a usable past brintlinger, angela published
by northwestern university press brintlinger, angela. writing a usable past: russian literary culture, 1917-1937.
derzhavin - muse.jhu - dasevich’s biographical work on pushkin, as well as other biographies of the era, see:
brintlinger, writing a usable past, especially chapters and ; and surat, pushkinist v..f khodasevich.
recommended bestsellers 8 must have titles for your ... - pushkin, aleksandr sergeevich $35.95 this is
the first bilingual english-russian edition of the secret journal from pushkin. it is intended not only for scholars
of russian language and literature, but also for english-speakers studying russian and russian-speakers
studying english. in the russian text stressed syllables are indicated to facilitate reading. presents pushkin’s
complex ... vera j. proskurina senior lecturer russian and east asian ... - v. nabokov's exegi
monumentum: the immortality in the quotation marks (nabokov, pushkin, and mikhail gershenzon) nabokov
festival, cornell university, 1999 vasilii rozanovs erotic mythology. conference on russian pornography,
university of southern california, 1998 the dialogue between the jew, the christian, and the philosopher (m.
gershenzon, v. rozanov, and v. ivanov): the problems of ... translation and introductory note by boris
maslov - translation and introductory note by boris maslov introductory note alexander veselovsky
(1838-1906) is widely regarded as russia’s most distinguished and influential literary theorist before the
formation of opoyaz (the “society for the study of poetic language”), whose members – viktor shklovsky, boris
eikhenbaum, yuri tynianov, roman jakobson, and others – developed the approach ... theatre and
performance in view online twentieth-century ... - 04/19/19 theatre and performance in twentiethcentury russia | university of st andrews ︡ a chteni ︠ i ︡ a s kommentariem na angliĭskom ︠ i ︡ anna akhmatova,
andrey kneller - fpgpdfepsforwardny - this feature of a woman it's not bear the marriage in both
komarovo located. when her izbrannoe when her izbrannoe selected poems from, podorozhnik plantain for
activities considered. dictionary of literary biography - russian poets of the ... - 3 dictionary of literary
biography gennadii aigi (21 august 1934 – 12 february 2006) peter france university of edinburgh books:
attesen iachĕpe: săvăsem (cheboksary: if our soup can could speak: mikhail lifshitz and the ... - a list of
books for the exhibition if our soup can could speak: mikhail lifshitz and the soviet sixties the novel • dolinin,
a.s. ed. dostoevsky f. m. materialy i issledovaniya [f.m. dostoyevsky. poetics of the historical and
biographical dramas of the ... - 187 ЛитературоВедение которой они даются и в публикациях дореволюционных издателей и в ... neuerwerbungen für den zeitraum: 01.01.2010 - 31.01.2010 ... - iz-pod
samogo serdca iz-pod samogo serdca : russkaja·zizn¤ na rube·ze vekov i tysja·celetij ; 1989 - 2007 ; publikacii
avtora v rossijskom ·zurnale chudo·zestvennoj literatury i ob·s·cestvennoj
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